
Cable Internet Broadband 

For homeowners who already receive cable television service, their obvious choice for a high-speed 

broadband Internet connection would be the cable company they already do business with.  Most cable 

companies bundle their services, allowing subscribers to get television, Internet and even phone service 

together for a reduced price. For this reason, cable Internet broadband is the popular choice for many 

home-based businesses.  

Cable Internet provides a connection that is always on, and doesn’t tie up telephone lines like a dial-up 

service. With the addition of a wireless router, subscribers can create a cable Wi-Fi network in their 

home or business. Cable does have a few drawbacks though. Speed is dependent upon the number of 

users utilizing the service simultaneously; and, cable service is subject to outages if a homeowner or 

construction contractor accidently breaks the cable line. 

Having a reliable, cost-effective and fast Internet broadband connection is essential for any business 

today. Businesses located in commercial buildings, or home-based businesses without cable television 

service, must look at the available options for getting an Internet connection to their premises. For 

example, there are several cable Internet providers in the south Florida communities of Miami, Ft. 

Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, Boca Raton and the Broward County region. Telephone companies can 

also provide an Internet connection. 

However, there is an alternative option for businesses needing a broadband Internet provider in the 

cities of Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, West Palm Beach, Boca Raton and in Broward County.  Sling Broadband 

offers a reliable and affordable business Internet connection that is faster than cable or the telephone 

company’s DSL or T1 service. In addition, Sling Broadband has more bandwidth at a better price, plus 

fast installation and 24/7 support for business customers. 

Sling Broadband utilizes the newest available technology to offer better business broadband and 

Internet telephone service that is cost-effective, secure, scalable and with remarkable reliability. Its 

innovative network was built from the ground up for the sole purpose of delivering fast and flexible 

high-bandwidth solutions to businesses. 

With a range of service plans, Sling Broadband offers Internet speeds up to 24 Mbps and prices designed 

to fit the budget of all levels of businesses. Sling’s technology provides its customers with dedicated 

Internet circuits without cable or telephone lines. 

If you are looking for business broadband Internet in Broward County, Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, West Palm 

Beach, or Boca Raton and are thinking about a cable Internet provider, look at all your options before 

deciding and consider Sling Broadband’s dedicated Better Business Broadband service instead. 
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